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nan age of academic accountability, stale assessments for K-12 students increasingly gain focus
as educators strive lo improve the competence of students in U.S. schools. In light of unflattering
statistics, such as only 17 percent of twelfth graders perform above a basic level of math proficiency
(RAND, 2003), increased concern over the quality of classroom instruction is certainly understandable. And although performance on annual standardized tests serves as a l1aromeler of achievement,
the summative nature of these assessments renders them inefficient as tools for providing dynamic
and appropriate assistance to students in the midst of their daily struggles to achieve proficiency.
These assessments focus on knowledge essential for continued academic succPss, but results from
these assessments often come too late lo provide the timely feedback 1weded for steady progress.
Feedback has been defined as information about the gap between current and desirecl performance
that is used in some way to close that gap (Ramaprasad, 1983). For a number of reasons, information
about the results from a prior year's assessment is difficult to use in closing the gap. First, as student
move on lo a new school year, their
classroom environments likely
change and their new teachers
have limited knowledge of what
classroom environmental factors
may have contributed to the prior
year's results. Second, the knowledge of the achievPmenl results
alone does not inform the new
teacher as lo whether any specific
content was ever covered in the
prior year or years. Third, and
perhaps most important, teachers must cope with the tension
betwePn remediating the prior
year's shortcomings and covering a
new set of gradP-level standards. A
model of efficiency would suggest that the best opportunity lo deal with al'ademic umlerperformance
is al the earliest point it can be detectt>d. Therefore, if feedback can occur in a shorter cyclP than the
one that currently exists, teachers will be in a better position lo address shortcomings sooner and
prevent students from falling behind.

Although performance on annual
standardized tests serves as a
barometer of achievement, the
summative nature of these assessments renders them inefficient as
tools for providing dynamic and
appropriate assistance to students
in the midst of their daily struggles
to achieve proficiency.

School districts and commerC'ial publishers have addressed the lack of timely results by creating
interim, or "benchmark," assessments, often given quarterly or more frequently. Although this is
a step in tlw right direction, creating additional assessments alone will not C'hange performance
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outcomes. If the interim assessments are used simply to report
on shortcomings more frequently without changing instructional pracliC'es, they are still summative in nature. If the goal
is lo improve student proficiency on the assessed content, these
assessment results must be utilized in some way lo change what
actually occurs in the classroom (Leahy, Lyon, Thompson, &
Wiliam, 2005). Some may argue that progress report grades
assigned by teachers serve this purpose. However, these summary
grades represent a deeply encoded type of feedback in that they
do not specify the kind of appropriate action needed lo improve
performance (Sadler, 1989). A system of formative assessment
can lie useful in providing students with the information they
need lo improve, as well as a reason lo perceive assessments as
instruments lo improve performance rather than lo dt'lecl shortcomings. Whereas students who regularly achieve al high levels
are more likely lo welcome purely summative assessments, those
who struggle may see them as reoccurring nemeses that exist
only lo eXJJOse their lack of proficiency. By providing feedback
with a goal of improving performance rather than just measuring
it, we can maximize the positive impact test sC'ores can have by
shifting the perception from tests as assessments a/learning and
toward a vie11 of tests as assessments for learning. By so doing,
we can create instruments that increase students' desire and
selJ~efficacy toward learning (Stiggins, 2002).

Formative Assessment Sptem. The present research represents
part of a five-year study being conducted al the National Center
for Research on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing
(CRESST). The study, which is funded by the .S. Department
of Education, centers on a formative assessment system called
POWERSOU RCE 0 . The overarching goal of thP study is to facilitate improved student and teacher understanding of key big ideas
that serve as the foundation for algebraic conceptual knowledge.
By combining a system of formative mini-assessments (called
Checks for Understanding), short-topic lessons focused on key
big ideas, and a professional development (PD) program addressing local performancr data, we provide a responsive formative
assessment system for middle-school mathematics teachers and
students. The assessments were designed lo probe not just for
student knmdedge of procedures but also for understanding of
key concepts that underlie those procedures so that the) have a
ht>ller likelihood of transfer (Novick & Holyoak, 1991). The topic
lessons are designed lo emphasize the key ideas supporting the
procedures being learned so that students develop the necessary
s<'hemas needed lo support the transfer of principles lo novel
problems (Cooper & Sweller, 1987). The PD component was
designed to serve multiple purposes, including probing for and
de\'eloping teachers' levels of conceptual understanding, examining local performance results on the Checks for ndPrstanding.

and providing research-based explanations and strategies linked
lo common error patterns observed. These elements are aimed al
changing teacher practices, which is viewed as a crucial element
of an effective formative assessment system (Black, Harrison,
Lee, Marshall, & Wiliam, 2004; Leahy et al., 2005; Wiliam,
Lee, Harrison, & Black, 2004).
This re earch details the use of the aforementioned formative
assessment system in the implementation of the initial unit on
rational number equivalence with sixth grade students across two
school districts. Our general hypotheses were that (1) students
receiving instruction centered on key concepts would perform
better on tasks requiring the application of thosP concepts than
students using the standard district curriculum instruction and
(2) student acquisition of key concepts and schemas over three
years would result in improved performance in standardized
lest performance.
Methods and Data Sources
Partic1iia11ts. The present research involves the implementation ofa
formative assessment program in two school districts (one in Atizona
and one in southern California), involving seven middle schools,
thi11y-seven leaC'hers, seven! y-six classes, and a total of 1,868 students.
Teachers were randomly assigned to either a treatment or control
group. The Arizona distiicl (hereinafter referred lo as "disttict A")
hacl four schools pat1icipaling, with nine lrealment-gmup and eight
control-group teachers and a Iota! of 888 students. The California
district (hereinafter referred lo as "district B") had three schools
pru1icipaling, \\~th twelve treatment- and eight control-group teachers
and a total of980 tudenls.

Our treatment involved using short, periodic, mini-assessments
lo gauge student levels of understanding, followed by short bursts
of instrudion focused on key big ideas lo facilitate the acquisition
of concept-based understanding of overarching mathematical
principles. In that the program targets a small number of key
ideas, it is not a comprehensive mathematics <"Urriculum in and
of itself. It is designed to supplement, not replace, the existing
curriculum. The program's implementation begins al the sixthgrade level, consisting of four units that are covered over the span
of the school year. The first three units focus on key big ideas in
algebra (rational number equivalence. distributive proper! y, and
solving equations), whereas the fourth unit consists of a review
and application of those same three ideas lo promote transfer
lo novel tasks.

Procedures. The program is initiated through PD meetings clirectly
with the participating teachers. The initial half-clay meeting
consists of un overviPw of the program's overall ohjeclives and
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supporting researC"h, followed by a unit-specific previPw and guidance discussion on the first unit of instruction, whiC'h is rational
number equivalt'nce. Ninety-minult' follow-up met>lings occur
following the implemenlalion of each unit of inslruC'lion. These
ni1wly-minule mt>elings, spread oul over the coLtrSt' of lht' year,
are t>venly divided into lwo seC'lions: (1) a data review covt>ring lht'
local data observed for the preceding unit and (2) a unit preview
providing a preview and guidance discussion for the unit to follow.
The overall study sequt>nl'e is illuslralt>d in Figure 1.
Tht> data st>clion discussion is centered on error pallerns observf'd
by the particular distriC'l's students in the prior unit of inslru1·lion. In the case of the first unit, the data review sedion ocC"urs
before any instruction or assessments have lwen C"omplP!f'd, ,;o
the data used for these analysPs arP drawn from aggregate data
previously collt'cled from other districts. For subst>quenl units,
the data discussed arf' from tht' dislricl's own slmlenls. These
data analyses include discussions of prima fal'ie impressions that
lt'ar·hers and researchers may draw for commonly obst'rvt'd errors,
followed up with discussion of researeh-supporlt'd explanations
for error pallerns that are consistent with published mathematics
research literature. This discussion is a two-way convt'rsalion that
allows learher input as to any local farlors that may conlrihule
lo, or militate against, expectPd or observed t'ITOr pallerns.
ltimately, lilt' goal of this discussion is lwofold as it relalt's to
pedagogy: (1) lo guide teachers on how lo detect common t'JTor
pallerns in student rPsponses and (2) lo illuminate tht' missing
or faulty ('Onceplual understandings that undPrlit> the error
pallerns so they can he 1·01Tecled "on the fly" as 11t'edt'1l. This
is an allempl lo '"fronlload" tht' leal'hers with tlw rt'cognilion of
common error pallt'rns and their presumed causes so that they
are empowered to provide the shorl-C"ycle, momenl-of-eontingPncy
feedback wllPn tlwy recognizt' co111111011 misconceptions being
t>xpresml during instruction.
Having idPntified ways to re111ediale conC"eplual 111isundPrstandings
ro111111011 lo the topic al hand, we then move lo tht' unit preview
section of l he PD st'ssion. In order lo comlt'cl the aforemenlimlt'd
pedagogic-al diseussion to rt'al lesson application, WP dis1·uss
how the knowledge of ronmmn misronceplions might be used
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in lPaching a pair of lessons on the topic. For each topic, the
lt'aC"hers are provided with an instructional handbook as a guidP
to assist their implemPnlalion of the lessons. Thesf' rf'searcherdesigned handbooks approaC"h the leaching of the lessons with
lhf' key big ideas as lht>ircenlral foci. The task sequenct• incorporated in administrating the lessons is dt>signed lo first deteC'l
misconcPplions the studPnls may bring lo the lesson and lllPn
leach the lessons from a conC"eplual hasP lo either correcl !host!
misC'onC'eptions or prevent students from df'vt>loping them in lhf'
first plaC"e. In addition lo lht' conC"eplual discussion, the leaC'hers
are walked through each C'ompont'nl of the inslruclional unit lo
provide familiarity with and clarity of the expedf'd implt>menlalion proct>durPs.
The unit sequenC'e starts with an initial Check fur Umlt'rslanding
(check l) consisting of ten ilf'ms designed sequentially lo detect
thP point al which concPplual understanding of the lopi1· may
he faulty or missing. This also sent's as a hast'line lo which we
1"<111 compare suhsPquent checks after lllP Jpssons. Lt>l'son one is
then adminislPred, followed by a Check for Unde1 landing (check
la). On the following day, lesson l woof lht' unit is administered,
followed hy a final Check for "ndPrslanding (check lb). FigurP 2
rlPpicts lilt' sequenct' followed for eal'h unit in lht' program. In
total, ea<"h unit takf's between two and three days lo adminislPr,
depending on lilt' length of classroom St'ssions al a givt'n school.
The Iola! face-to-fa<"t' proft'ssional dt>vPlopnlt'nl timP during lht>
course of the yt>ar (initial session and three ninety-minult> followups) is approximately nint' and a quarter homs.

Figure 2

POWERSOURCE Sequence:
1. Initial Check for Understanding
2. Lesson 1
3. Check for Understanding on Lesson 1
4. Lesson 2
5. Check for Understanding on Lesson 2
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In thr data analysis srct ion of tlw PD, we dis1·uss c·ommon error
pallPrns ohserved in prior student responses to the itPms on
thr unit being previewt•d. This is intended to provide insight to
teachers about the range of common responses to thr itf'ms, as
well as to ''frontload" them as to what strategies may he useful
in ovPrcoming <'om111on misconceptions. In thP rational number
equivalPn<'e unit, there were response patterns that were very
informative in this regard. As noted previously, thP problem
sequen<'e was dPsigned to illuminate the point at\\ hich <"onceptual
understanding may break down for some studrnts. Considrr the
following item sequence:

Figure 3
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This simple sequence of itPms turns out to be quite informative
in detecting the level of conceptual understanding students ha\e
of the multiplicative identity property. This property typi1·ally
is introduced in a li111ited context in textbooks, such as, ·'The
product of a riumber and l is the number." (Larson, Roswell,
Kanold. & Stiff, 2001, p. 94) or "Thr product of a factor and
one is the factor" (Leschensky, Malloy, Pril'e, Rath, & Alban,
1999, p. 23). These straightforward definitions generally are
accompanied by an example that illustrat<·s an appl iration of thr
property in its simplest form (e.g., 8 • l 8) . Our data suggrst
that thr vast majority of studrnts can solve a problPm that asks
thrm to apply this property to such si111ple problems, as in ltt'm
l in our sequPnce above; however, these same students are often
unable to rerognizt· its application lo more nuanced examples,
suggesting a limited conceptual understanding of the property.
Our pilot data n•vealed that many studt'nls who were able to
correctly answer Ite111 l of the sequence above subsequently
had difficulty with Items 2 and 3. WP hypothesized that the
teaching of the multiplicative identity property would be far
more t'ffrl'live and 111ort' transferable if it were acc·ompanied by
an e111phasis on the fact that the value 'T' can be represt'nted
in an infinite nmulwr of ways. This emphasis c·an come in the
form of an instructional sequence designed to elicit the underi;tanding that any number over itself is t>qual lo one.

fraC'l ion. This understanding is assessed in the rational numbn
equivalence unit by the following items:

Figm·e 't
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Student responses to thest• types of problems can bt> informative
as to their understanding of the multiplicative identity property
as well. Some teachers we have worked with have identified a rote
procedure sometimes taught to solve this type of problem. It involves
discerning the ratio of the c·omplete pair of numerators or denominators present and applying this ratio to the incomplete pair to find
the missing number. For Item 5, this would mean recognizing that
''2 goes into 8 four times" and tlwn multiplying 4 by the present
denominator (4x4) to get 16 as the missing denominator. We submit
that recognizing these problems can be solved with the multiplicative
identity properly demonstrates a deeper levrl of undrrstamling than
applying this mte pmcedure to solve them. Again, our approaf'h in
the instructional unit was to rmphasize how this problem can be
solved with thf' multiplicative identity propt>rly in order to movr the
knowledge of the property from an inert state to a lransferrable slate.
Consider the following example:

Figm·e 5

=

Conceptual understanding of the multiplicativr identity properl y
is i111portant to gaining full understanding of the process that
is performed when adding fractions with unlikr denominators.
It is important for students to know the process used to convert
a fraction to another form, but it is just as important for them to
know that this con\'Pt'S ion is not changing tlw value of the original
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Our unit emphasizes that equivalent fractions art' rliffert>nl
forms of the satm• value and that for a fraction to l'hange form, it
must hP multiplied by some form of " l." Also emphasized is tlm
fact that any number over itself is equal to "l." This providf•s
supporting logic to the appli<'ation of the nmltiplicativt' ident ity
property to solve the original problem. And once tlw stwlf'n l
ret'ognizes that the denominator has to be "4 ," the numerator
must he "4" as Wt'll. Ami as the rt>suhs will show, this approach
may prevent some <"ommon mistakes that f'an occur when using
the rote proredure prt' iou~l y 9utlined.

Results. Thf' data from thf' first three-item srquence used in
thf' unit's Che<"ks for Understanding revealed differences in
outc·omes as a result of the intrrvention within districts, as wt'il
as somr similaritiPs in IPrms of common errors between the two
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<lifferenl districts. Figures 6 an<l 7 depict tht> performance of
districts A and B rt>spectively on the three-item sequenct>. In
both districts, both the control and treatment groups had little
difficulty completing Item 1, as this represents the application
of the multiplicative idt>nlity property in much the same way that
the topic is introduced in middle school textbooks. Howevf'r,
there was a consistent decline across conditions and districts in
the performance on Items 2 and 3. Although all three problems
essentially ask the students lo apply the same property, many
students only recognize this fact on the first item.

Table 1: District A, Item 2 Response Frequencies

A closer look al the responses provided by the participants on
the second and third items is informative. Tables 1 and 2 present

Table 2: District B, Item 2 Response Freq uencies

Figm·e 6: District A, Items 1-3

Figure 7: District 8, Items 1-3
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9

68.7
1.8

46
92/2

221
5

57.1
1.3

92/92

29
25
19
10
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495

5.9
5.1
3.8
2.0
12.7
100.(J

92
92/92
Blank
184
All Others
Tota l

22
24
14
12
89
387

5.7
6.2
3.6
3.l
23.0
100.0

I
92
184
All Others
Total

HesponsP

Trt'atment
Frequt>n<'y

Pn<'t>nt

46
92/2

471
12

78.9
2.0

92/92
92
47
All Othns
'l11tal

28
23
13
8
42
597

4.7
.1.9
2.2
1.3
7.0
100.0

Control
Hesponse FrPqut'nci

PPl'l't'llt

Control
HPsponsP FrPqueney Percenl

46
9212
92
47

1B4
1

All Others
'fotal

238
8

61.3
2.1

26
14
13
9
80
.188

6.7
3.6
.1.4
2. :1
20.6
100.0

lo solve this problem. One common response was "92/92,''
which indicates that instead of recognizing % as a different
form of"l," the student multiplied both the numerator and the
denominator by "46." Although this suggests a lack of understanding as lo how lo multiply whole numbers by fractions, it
is a mistake that can be avoided with a firm un<lerslanding
that any number over itself is simply another representation
of the number "l."
Another common response in both districts was "92," 11hich
suggests that the student multiplied "46" by "2" instead of b)
."or "l." Again, understanding the value of any number over
itself would serve as a foundation that could prevent such an f'tTOr.
Finally, a common f'tTor pattern sef'n primarily in the treatment
group was a responsf' of "l." This appears to be an artifact of
students gaining a heller understanding of multiplt> representations of"l," combined with a well-established childrt>n's view of
the equal sign in an "operations equals answer" conlf'xl. When
responding lo the ilf'm as prest>nled, 46 • i = D, thf' students
perform only the operation immediatt>ly prior to the bo:). (dividing
2 b) 2), ignoring the first part of the problem. and then t>nler it as
the answer. Having a clearer understanding of what" f ., is equal
lo decreases the possibility of this error occuring.

''i

1

. I • [

1

the n•sponse distribution for the two districts on Item 2 of the
item sequence: 46 • = f .
When looking al the overall correct responses (in bold) it appears
that an instructional approach centered on key ideas was helpful
in reducing the drop-off from Item l to ltt>m 2 in both districts.
The treatment groups were able to solve the problem aC'C'Uratel) al
rates of 70.5 percent and 80.9 p rcenl, as opposed to the c·ontrol
group rates of 58.4 percent and 63.4 percent for distril'ls A and B
respectively. Notwithstanding this improvement, tlwrf' werf' still
C'ommon error patterns between both groups in their attempts
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Tables 3 and 4 present similar data for both treatment and C'ontrol
groups in the l1\o districts for Item 3 of the item sequence: 46 •
1.1• =
n7

D.
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Table 3: Dist1·ict A, Item 3 Response Frequencies
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Figm·e 8
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Rational Number Equivalence
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Table 4: District B, Item 3 Response Frequencies
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eQu1varent ncoon1. We can set tnc problem up like this:
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denominator for equivalent fractions. Figures 9 an<l 10 indicate
the success rates of students from the two districts on two of the
items included:
Figm·e 9: District A, Items 4-5
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30.i
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As demonstrated in the data from the previous item, tri>atment
participants performed better than control group participants
a!'ross both districts. An identical pattern of errors is ohserved
on this item as compared to Item 2. An ad<litional error pattern
observed on this item, albeit in fairly small numbers, was a
response of "47." In our conversations with teachers in these
districts, many believed that this is the result of sixth grade
stud!'nts not yet being accustomed to the"•" symbol being used
for multiplication. Thf'y suggested the students recognized that
"}" is equal to "l" and then simply added it to the "46."
In our earlier discussion, we noted that the difficulty some
students experience in transferring the multiplicativf' idt·ntity
proper to different variations of problems stems from a lack of
complete understanding of rational number equivalence. The
second lesson, our rational number equivalence unit, emphasizes
utilizing the multiplicative identity property to find equivalent
fractions. Figure 8 provi<les a snippet of an exercise that suggests
this approach to finding the missing numerator or denominator
for a pair of equivalent fractions.

As was the case with the first item set, stu<lents in the treatment
group performed better than those in the control groups on both
of these ii ems. The response frequencies for this item pair are
likewise informative as to the common errors students commit
when attempting to solve these types of problems. Tables 5 and
6 display the response frequen!'ies for both distril'ls on Item 4.
the first of two equivalent fractions problems: .> = t.5'
Figure 10: District B, Items 4-5

This exercise encourages students to use the multiplicative identity property as a tool to find the missing numerator rather than
relying on a rote procedure that can sometimes cause confusion.
After lessons with this emphasis, students completed the Check.
for nderstanding requiring them to find a missing numerator or
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Table 5: Dist1·ict A, Item 4 Response F1·equencit>s
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Table 6: Districl B, Item 4 Response Frequencies
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As in lhe previous Fxamples, llw error pallerns arF fairly consislenl
ai.:ross thf' lwo dislril'IS. In fad, responses of"3,'' ''5," and •·9·•
were errors i.:ommon lo hoth the lrealmenl and i.:ontrol groups in
hoth dislrii.:ls. Tlw mosl f1w1uenlly observt'd error, "3,'' is one
lhal would seem clearly unlikely lo a sluclenl who unclerslands
ralional 1mmber equivalt>nl'e as ii relales lo fradions. Th is
error is ini.:ompatible wilh the underslanding lhal lo transform
a fradion lo a differenl form or an equivalent fradion, one musl
muhiply it by a form of"l." In so doing, one musl lransform bolh
lhe numeralor and lhe denominalor.11 should be clear lhal if two
fraclions have lhe same numerator bu! different dPnominalors,
lhey C'annol he equivalent lo one anotlwr. The second of lhe
most frt>quenl errors, "5,'' should be obviously incorreC'I as 11ell
as ii leaves onf' wilh a compleled equalion of"-f =A-·" Again, if
sludenls undersland Iha I "f ' or any number over itself is equal
lo "l,'' Ihen we would ex peel Ihey would immedialely rejecl lhis
as a possible answer. Both of these errors lend credence lo our
view that the key lo avoiding the mosl common errors observed
when solving this lypt> of problem is lo ensure the sludenls hal'e
a clear undFrslanding Iha I any number over ilst>lf is "l" and 1ha1
Ihere arF an infinile number of forms this can take. Furthermore,
understanding Iha! lo move from one form of any fra<'lion lo
anolher one must muhiply by some form of "l" suggesls a different approach than an algorithm wilh no meaning behind it,
whi<·h we discuss nFXI.
The third of the mosl common!) given errors for this ilem is ''9."
A common comment heard by leachers in our professional devel-
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opmenl sessions is Iha! when lhey are leaching sludenls lo find
f'qui valenl fraC'lions, they say. " Whalever you do lo lhe lop, you
do lo lhe lmllom,'' or vil'f' versa. Given Ihose inslruclions, wilh no
meaningful <'onlexl, one can see 11 h) students mighl give an answer
of ''9" lo lhe problem ·• ~ = A·" Just looking al lhe denominalon;.
one c·an see thal "5" muhiplied by "3" is equal lo ''15." Therefore,
ii is a c·ommon observance, in lhis dislriC'I and several olhers thal
we have worked wilh, lo see this pallern repealed. The sludenl
simply muhiplies the lop by ";r' and gels ''9" and justifies ii 11 ith
an algorilhm thal does nol include lhe necessary supporling logic:.
The placemen! of lhe answer box on Ihe Ii.fl inslead of lhe righl side
oflhf' equation may conlribule lo this confusion as well. However,
a student who underslands 1ha1 multiplying by a fral'lional form of
"}'" resuhs in keeping lhe ralio lhe same would be heller equipped
lo rf'cognize lhal lhe ralio has changed 11hen '·9" is incorreclly
inserled, bei.:ause you end up wilh a larger numeral or in one fraclion and a larger denominalor in lhe olher.
Some similar resuhs are observed in lhe error pallerns for llw
lwo dislriels for llem 5:
Table 7: District A, Item 5 Response Frequencies

HPspo11si•

16
B

2
12
Bla11k
(i

All Oihers
'li11al

Tn·al11u·111
Fn·qu<'111·y

379
27
20
IB

II
II
B
27
SOI

!'Pr!"l'lll

75.6
S.I
l.0
.'l.6
2.2
2.2
1.6
s..i

IOO.O

Co11lrol
Hl'SJIOllSI' Fn·qiwm·y l'l'l"l"Pnl

16
·I

2
Bla11~

6
B
IO
All lllhc•rs
'li1tal

210
l•I
2S
l.'l

63.3
l.'l.:"I
7.S
.'l.9

IO

.rn

B
6
16
.1:i2

2.1
l.B
4.B
100.0

Table 8: District B, Item 5 Response F1·equcncies

a..,111111• ..
16
B
~-

2

All 01lu·~
'fota l

Tn·alm<'11l
Fr.. qw·m·y

•l93
12
l.'l
12
9
20
S89

C11111rol
Frl'qu1·m·i f'Pr<"l'lll

l'l'l"l"Plll

a....pom<e

83.7
7.1
2.2
2.0
l.S

I<>

280

·I
B
2

.ll

.'I. I

\II 01h1•rs

100.0

'IC11al

2-1
IS
IO

2B
.191

71.6
B.7
fl.I

.rn
2.6
7.2
100.0

As wilh lhe previous item. common erroneous rt"sponses followed
a similar pallern across districts and conditions. Ahhough lhe
trealmenl groups fared belier in i.:orrecl responses, those wilh
ini.:orrecl responses displayed pallerns similar lo the control

*),

group participants. The three most common errors observed either
suggest that f- is equal to "l" (in the form of
two fractions
with equal denominators and unequal numerators art' equal (-f
= ~),or that a fraction with a larger denominator than nunwrator
is Pqual to one with a larger numerator than denominator (f = ~·
As indicated previously, non!' of these responses should appear
logical to th!' student with a solid understanding of how to solve
these problems using the multiplicative identity propt'rly.
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